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---

**Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer**

Whew time to get started. I’m excited to chat about Environmental policy and Reproductive policy - the two policies I am probably most passionate about!

#MacroSW [https://t.co/3lirUydg7p](https://t.co/3lirUydg7p)

---

**Tollea Northe @NortheTollea**

I'm a first year MSW student at the University at Buffalo and I'm excited to join the #MacroSW chat tonight

---

**Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean**

Please excuse the extra tweets during the next hour as I join #MacroSW [https://t.co/Qi1hzFZvCX](https://t.co/Qi1hzFZvCX) in discussing Promoting Social Justice at the Crossroads: Environmental and Reproductive Justice.

---

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**

We’ll start in 5 minutes! #MacroSW [https://t.co/Tmif2MLID1](https://t.co/Tmif2MLID1)

---

**London Woods @LondonWoods3**

Hello, I'm also a foundation year MSW student and here for the environmental reproduction justice chat. #MacroSW

---

**Stephen Cummings, LISW 🗣️✍️ @spcummings**

RT @Jill_Meyer: Whew time to get started. I'm excited to chat about Environmental policy and Reproductive policy - the two policies I am pr...
Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks
Just had a delicious dinner @blackrock along with great service. Now, I am headed to the #MacroSW chat. #sheready #socialwork #blacksocialworkers #umich #ssw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@LondonWoods3 Go to "Hashtag #MacroSW twitter" and follow that feed. Always use #MacroSW in each tweet, so all will see what you have to say! tips: https://t.co/b0LbmWynG0

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
@LondonWoods3 Great - You’ve got it, London!! #MacroSW

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
Hi #MacroSW ! I’m looking forward to tonight’s chat. SUCH a great topic!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Welcome to the #MacroSW chat. Tonight’s topic: Promoting Social Justice at the Crossroads: Environmental and Reproductive Justice. Check out the intro blog post: https://t.co/FO2fqTUGXZ https://t.co/YR8p2uSD6j

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Welcome to tonight’s #MacroSW chat, everyone!! https://t.co/aq3qsuu7zx

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
My name is Pat Shelly, representing @UBSSW - I am Director of Community Engagement and Expansion for the school. I am one of 3 contributors to the #MacroSW Chat.

Kayla Blotner @KayBlot
Hi! I’m Kayla a student from SUNY Oneonta back again for this week’s chat #macrosw
Jonathan Singer @socworkpodcast
Episode 121: The Special Commission on Macro Practice: Interview with Dr. Darlyne Bailey and Dr. Terry Mizrahi https://t.co/oQLjxHyIYB #macrosw #socialwork

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
First, a shout-out to the partners of #MacroSW Inc., a benefit corporation established in 2018: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat. Tonight's topic: Promoting Social Justice at the Crossroads: Environmental and Reproductive Justic...

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @UBSSW: First, a shout-out to the partners of #MacroSW Inc., a benefit corporation established in 2018: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @pornd...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Let's take a few minutes for a roll call – and please tell us what state or nation you are tweeting from tonight! #MacroSW

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
Hi everyone! I am a dual degree MSw/Ph.D. student @UBSSW excited for tonight! #MacroSW

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat. Tonight's topic: Promoting Social Justice at the Crossroads: Environmental and Reproductive Justic...

Tollea Northe @NortheTollea
New York #MacroSW
ppj @parkerpep15
Hi everyone! I'm Parker and I'm studying sociology at SUNY Oneonta. Excited to discuss tonight's topic #MacroSW

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
I'm Jill Meyer, tweeting from my workplace in Williamsville, NY because if I drove home I would've missed the chat hahah #MacroSW

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
Hi! Everyone I’m excited to participate in this chat. I’m a social work entrepreneur. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
This is your friendly #MacroSW chat moderator! Let’s listen, tweet, and engage! (This is Stephen, one of the #macroSW partners)

Karen 🌸 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW https://t.co/6bK66gfid6

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
And hello to the other two chat contributors: Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore and @acosaorg #MacroSW https://t.co/X5rGRdbPXd

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
Hi All! I'm also a foundation year student at the University at Buffalo School of Social Work 🫁_framework #MacroSW

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to tonight’s #MacroSW chat, everyone!! https://t.co/aq3qsuu7zx
Karen 💗 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: This is your friendly #MacroSW chat moderater! Let’s listen, tweet, and engage! (This is Stephen, one of the #macroSW...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: This is your friendly #MacroSW chat moderater! Let’s listen, tweet, and engage! (This is Stephen, one of the #macroSW...

Cameron McLeod @SpiltLiquid2
Hi Everyone. I am currently an MSW student from the University at Buffalo School of Social Work. New York #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Happy Thursday! Glad to see folks drop in on tonight’s chat! I’m Vilissa, #MacroSW partner. I’m on my birthday staycation, but will pop in to see the conversation!

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW Hi all! I’m an MSW student at the University at Buffalo, NY! As a Native woman (Mohawk), I’m thrilled that we’re discussing the intersections between environmental & reproductive rights- this is my 1st time seeing it discussed outside of Native/POC circles! #MacroSW

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
@UBSSW Hi everyone! I’m Bella - current first semester MSW student from BUF, NY! It's my first #MacroSW chat!!!

Karen 💗 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: First, a shout-out to the partners of #MacroSW Inc., a benefit corporation established in 2018: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @pornd...

London Woods @LondonWoods3
Hello all, I'm a foundation year MSW student hailing from Buffalo New York :) #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda That’s quite an entrance #MacroSW https://t.co/CHVGts57kk

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Every week, we are asking you to please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the chats. https://t.co/mMFYaAxL71. https://t.co/iDXI0Yz3IB

Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks
Hello, my name is Vivian Taylor. I'm a MSW grad student @UMSocialWork. I'm tweeting from Toledo, OH tonight as I'm in town for the @TraffickingConf #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link! https://t.co/LxbIU2wqXN.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW Hi all! I’m an MSW student at the University at Buffalo, NY! As a Native woman (Mohawk), I’m thrilled that we’re…

Alyssa Lotmore @AlyssaLotmore
Ooooh, I like this new graphic for introductions! 🙌 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Every week, we are asking you to please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the...

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
Lots of students! Yay!!!! #macrsw
RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
RT @UBSSW: Every week, we are asking you to please support #MacroSW on Patreon. Your support enables us to expand our work and continue the...

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
RT @UBSSW: If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link! https://t.co/LxbLUI2wqXN.

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Welcome Everyone! Keep up the introductions as we get started. Our guest tonight is Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean – An enrolled citizen of the Cherokee Nation, she will finish her #MSW at @UBSSW in 2020. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #MacroSW! Thrilled to see @UBSSW so well represented. I’m @nancy_kusmaul, asst prof @UMBC @mdsocialwork, UB alum and @UBittic affiliate.

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Ooooh, I like this new graphic for introductions! 👩‍💻 #MacroSW https://t.co/uFUSB3IUlE

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Ooooh, I like this new graphic for introductions! 👩‍💻 #MacroSW https://t.co/uFUSB3IUlE

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
Hi, Everyone! I’m happy to be participating in tonight’s discussion and looking forward to chatting with you! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Welcome Everyone! Keep up the introductions as we get started. Our guest tonight is Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean – An enrolle...

Julia Norman @juliaanormann
@UBSSW Hi! Im Julia and I am a swedish exchange student currently studying Social Work at Florida State University #MacroSW #CO_Jackson
London Woods @LondonWoods3
Fairly new to my twitter usage and not familiar with patreonage. Need more data, no pun... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Previously, Meschelle's work included collecting data on the social determinants of health, and hopes to help improve health and social resiliency among Urban Natives. Welcome, Meschelle! #SDoH #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Welcome Everyone! Keep up the introductions as we get started. Our guest tonight is Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean – An enrolle...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AlyssaLotmore: Ooooh, I like this new graphic for introductions! 🤗 #MacroSW https://t.co/uFUSB3IUlE

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@TayloredLooks @UMSocialWork @TraffickingConf Hi Vivian! #goblue #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
We’ll move on to the first question. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: My name is Pat Shelly, representing @UBSSW - I am Director of Community Engagement and Expansion for the school. I am one of 3...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Welcome to tonight’s #MacroSW chat, everyone!! https://t.co/aq3qsuu7zx

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: Welcome to the #MacroSW chat. Tonight’s topic: Promoting Social Justice at the Crossroads: Environmental and Reproductive Justice...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: Please excuse the extra tweets during the next hour as I join #MacroSW https://t.co/Qi1hzFZvCX in discussing Promoting So...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q1: What does environmental justice involve? #MacroSW
RT @UBSSW: Previously, Meschelle's work included collecting data on the social determinants of health, and hopes to help improve health and...

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A1 Exposing and changing oppressive political, economic and social assumptions, values and policies that advance ecological destruction, perpetuate inequitable envr. health burdens on certain groups and hinder self-determination and cultural/community preservation #MacroSW https://t.co/h12G10BHog

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A1 Exposing and changing oppressive political, economic and social assumptions, values and policies that advance ecologic...

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
#macrosw Q1 Environmental justice means making sure that the inevitable transition away from fossil fuels is a #JustTransition in which low-income communities are a vital part of the process, not left behind.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
Hej Julia! Welcome to the chat. Where do you study in Sweden? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@LondonWoods3 No worries! Follow that #MacroSW hashtag for tonight’s chat and tweet at this handle ( @OfficialMacroSW ) if you have questions. https://t.co/PIsbd0BbQx

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @biondolillo_l: #macrosw Q1 Environmental justice means making sure that the inevitable transition away from fossil fuels is a #JustTran...

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A1 Govt and corporate accountability/repair/detox/reparations for previous envr. destruction/damages. Equitable envr. protections and meaningful involvement for all in envr. assessments/planning and development/implementation/enforcement of envr. decisions/policies #MacroSW

Nadiia Petrenko @NadiiaPetrenko
Hello! I am a first year MSW student at University at Buffalo #MacroSW
Tollea Northe @NortheTollea
A1: Environmental justice involves the health and well-being of all members of society regardless of the environment that they live in or learn. #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A1: Prioritizing health of people and planet over power and profits. Respect for ecological interdependence and sustainable relationships with lands, waters, air, and other species https://t.co/rpivPgF1pa #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q1 is love!

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW A1: Environmental issues today encompass a wide range of problems that are all interconnected, with many stemming from capitalism and major corporations placing a greater value on profit over preserving our environment & protecting marginalized communities impacted. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A1 Govt and corporate accountability/repair/detox/reparations for previous envr. destruction/damages. Equitable envr. pro...

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
A1 To me, environmental justice involves the right of people, especially people from marginalized communities, the right to a safe and healthy environment. #MacroSW

Julia Norman @juliaanormann
@nancy_kusmaul Thank you! I study at Jönköping University. #macrosw

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
I believe that environmental justice involves awareness and advocacy for the overall health and well-being of our ecosystems. Environmental justice can take place at many levels: in schools, homes, political offices, and so on. #MacroSW

London Woods @LondonWoods3
Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Karen here outside Boston, social worker and #MacroSW founder, chilling with my cat. https://t.co/YIECgknUWr

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW At it’s core, environmental justice cannot be separated from Indigenous justice. In discussing the pressing issues of sustainability, climate change, ecological destruction, etc., we must also discuss the role of the original keepers of the land in solving these issues. #MacroSW

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
A1 This includes, but is not limited to access to clean water, a clean air supply, and having the ability/encouragement to practice environmentally friendly ways of obtaining food and energy #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW A1: Environmental justice involves SO MANY things. It is about the disproportionate experience of pollutants and environmental toxins that low income communities experience, it is about things like oil pipelines on native land...and much more. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LondonWoods3: Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: A1 Govt and corporate accountability/repair/detox/reparations for previous envr. destruction/damages. Equitable envr. pro...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1 Environmental Justice Explained: 3:30 min. video from @grist “for people who want a planet that doesn’t burn and a future that doesn’t suck” https://t.co/9xyo0ftONA #MacroSW https://t.co/lyCRGzPY4k

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @NortheTollea: A1: Environmental justice involves the health and well-being of all members of society regardless of the environment that...

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
@UBSSW #MacroSW environmental justice also goes beyond protecting the communities we live in and the earth we inhabit. It also means creating an area of acceptance and respect for all people
@AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW Policies have been put in place by the EPA that address the importance of collaborating w/ Native peoples to achieve environmental justice nationwide, like the Policy of Environmental Justice for Working with Tribes. The question is if/how is this being implemented now. #MacroSW https://t.co/FlmavrPNMg

@BenwareAdam @UBSSW Environmental justice involves helping to enforce environmental laws. Working together with all people to guarantee the protection of our environment. #MacroSW

@nancy_kusmaul RT @MeschLinjean: A1 Prioritizing health of people and planet over power and profits. Respect for ecological interdependence and sustainabl...

@nancy_kusmaul RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW A1: Environmental issues today encompass a wide range of problems that are all interconnected, with many stemming...

@UBSSW RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW A1: Environmental issues today encompass a wide range of problems that are all interconnected, with many stemming...

@UBSSW RT @LondonWoods3: Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national...

@bellaa1317MSW @UBSSW A1: Environmental justice is the fight to improve and maintain a clean & healthful environment - focusing on helping promote enforcement of all health & environmental laws in areas w/ minority populations and low-income populations #macrosw

@UBSSW RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A1: Environmental justice involves SO MANY things. It is about the disproportionate experience of pollutants and...

A1. Environmental justice is the idea of fair treatment to the environment and respecting that the environment is a living thing with sustainable needs. #MacroSW
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jill_Meyer: I believe that environmental justice involves awareness and advocacy for the overall health and well-being of our ecosystem...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @LondonWoods3: Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW environmental justice also goes beyond protecting the communities we live in and the earth we inhabit....

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @LondonWoods3: Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW At it’s core, environmental justice cannot be separated from Indigenous justice. In discussing the pressing issue...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW Policies have been put in place by the EPA that address the importance of collaborating w/ Native peoples to achi...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JessicaMencia2: A1 This includes, but is not limited to access to clean water, a clean air supply, and having the ability/encouragement...

London Woods @LondonWoods3
It can involve environmental issues as well as human rights issues. #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
RT @UBSSW: A1 Environmental Justice Explained: 3:30 min. video from @grist “for people who want a planet that doesn’t burn and a future th...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A1 Pertinent podcast: Grand Challenge to Create Social Responses to a Changing Environment features our @SWpodcast Episode 262 w/ Dr. Lisa Reyes Mason on #SocialWork Research on Global Environmental Change #MacroSW https://t.co/MBzTOW8udj

Julia Norman @juliaanormann
@UBSSW Making sure there is a future for future generations. #CO_Jackson #MacroSW
Christina Hayworth @chrmaris
RT @UBSSW: Q1: What does environmental justice involve? #MacroSW

Olyvia @olyviawithaY
I had absolutely no idea what environmental justice was until this question was asked 😩 #MacroSW https://t.co/dfzGgU0OCV

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @MeschLinjean: A1 Govt and corporate accountability/repair/detox/reparations for previous envr. destruction/damages. Equitable envr. pro...

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @MeschLinjean: A1 Prioritizing health of people and planet over power and profits. Respect for ecological interdependence and sustainabl...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @olyviawithaY: I had absolutely no idea what environmental justice was until this question was asked 😩 #MacroSW https://t.co/dfzGgU0OCV

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Nice! #macroSW

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Sending ❤️ to all our hard-working students and educators tonight! Special hello to those in my hometown of Buffalo, NY! #MacroSW https://t.co/W4br6bgTK0

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
@UBSSW A1. educating the community on how this is impacting them and organizing them to advocate for change. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @juliaanormann: @UBSSW Making sure there is a future for future generations. #CO_Jackson #MacroSW

Kayla Blotner @KayBlot
@olyviawithaY Me too #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q2: is coming up. #MacroSW
Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW Policies have been put in place by the EPA that address the importance of collaborating w/ Native peoples to achi...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ollyviawithaY: I had absolutely no idea what environmental justice was until this question was asked😊 #MacroSW https://t.co/dfzGgU0OCV

Nadiia Petrenko @NadiiaPetrenko
To me environmental justice means protection of the environment we all depend on #MacroSW

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
Environmental justice is the impact of natural disasters and climate change. With the rise of sea-levels, many indigenous communities that reside on island nations are being driven out by unsafe conditions. increasingly dangerous as climate change worsens. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@JessicaMencia2 Our community just read "What the Eyes Don't See" about the flint water crisis and the fight for environmental justice. #macrosw https://t.co/xlBeCcYZDs

Courtney Perkins @Courtne44917529
A2. Reproductive justice is very similar in that it is fair treatment and respect of one’s body and a person’s autonomy to their body. #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A1 Environmental Justice Explained: 3:30 min. video from @grist “for people who want a planet that doesn’t burn and a future th...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JessicaMencia2: Environmental justice is the impact of natural disasters and climate change. With the rise of sea-levels, many indigeno...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @BenwareAdam: @UBSSW Environmental justice involves helping to enforce environmental laws. Working together with all people to guarantee...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW A1: Environmental justice is the fight to improve and maintain a clean & healthful environment - focusing on help...
RT @Courtne44917529: A2. Reproductive justice is very similar in that it is fair treatment and respect of one’s body and a person’s autonom...

RT @Courtne44917529: A1. Environmental justice is the idea of fair treatment to the environment and respecting that the environment is a l...

RT @UBSSW: A1 Pertinent podcast: Grand Challenge to Create Social Responses to a Changing Environment features our @SWpodcast Episode 262 w...

@UBSSW A major component of environmental justice is that the people who will be affected by major decisions have a say in them. #MacroSW

Q2: What does reproductive justice involve? #MacroSW

@UBSSW Q1: environmental justice means providing every individual and community regardless of race, socioeconomic status, location of living etc. with adequate environmental regulations. For example, protection form air pollution, & equal access to healthy foods. #macrosw #CO_Jackson

#MacroSW book recommendation——>

@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/bqGLemEGn9

@UBSSW A1: Environmental justice is avoiding the catastrophic effects of climate change and making sure communities differentially affected by climate change have the resources they need to combat these effects #MacroSW #CO_Jackson

A2 This is #ReproductiveJustice: from www.repealhydeartproject #MacroSW https://t.co/BDQU7ucIY1
Tollea Northe @NortheTollea
Reproductive justice involves guaranteeing women the right to have autonomy over their own body as well as access to services that aid in them exercising their autonomy. #MacroSW

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
This!!!

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
RT @UBSSW: A2 This is #ReproductiveJustice: from www.repealhydeartproject #MacroSW https://t.co/BDQU7ucIY1

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @NortheTollea: Reproductive justice involves guaranteeing women the right to have autonomy over their own body as well as access to services that aid in them exercising their autonomy. #MacroSW

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW A2 In discussing reproductive justice, I think that it’s crucial for SWs especially to recognize that cisgender women aren’t the only ones impacted by this issue. I’ve noticed that trans men, non-binary, and Two Spirit folks are too often left out of the conversation. #MacroSW

London Woods @LondonWoods3
"the human right to maintain personal bodily autonomy, have children, not have children, and parent the children we have in safe and sustainable communities #MacroSW

Kayla Blotner @KayBlot
@UBSSW A2: Reproductive justice makes me think of the phrase “my body my choice” #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBSSW: A2 This is #ReproductiveJustice: from www.repealhydeartproject #MacroSW https://t.co/BDQU7ucIY1

RisingToThrive @risingtothrive
RT @OfficialMacroSW: MacroSW book recommendation——> https://t.co/9NxoYMC51i

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Sarahhgrrace: @UBSSW A major component of environmental justice is that the people who will be affected by major decisions have a say i...
Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2  
an hour ago
A2 Reproductive justice is related to the right we have over our own bodies and health, our decision whether to start a family, and to have our families and communities live in a safe and healthy environment. #MacroSW

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio  
an hour ago
@UBSSW Reproductive justice involves including in the discussion people of all genders with who can become pregnant & shining a light on their voices & experiences- on issues from access to reproductive healthcare & birth control, right to abortion, forced sterilization, etc. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW A2 In discussing reproductive justice, I think that it’s crucial for SWs especially to recognize that cisgender w...

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063  
an hour ago
@UBSSW #MacroSW reproductive justice involves so many factors. Access to reproductive health care for all gender identities (birth control, cancer screenings, hormone therapy, mammograms, safe & legal abortions) these are just to name a few (1/2)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @KayBlot: @UBSSW A2: Reproductive justice makes me think of the phrase “my body my choice” #macrosw

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio  
an hour ago
@UBSSW To further the emphasis on inclusion even more, it’s also important for us to recognize that the fight for reproductive rights looks different for everyone and depends heavily on the intersections of one’s identities. #MacroSW

ppj @parkerpep15  
an hour ago
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW A2 In discussing reproductive justice, I think that it’s crucial for SWs especially to recognize that cisgender w...

Chris @ChrisMacroSWK  
an hour ago
#macrosw Environmental justice must always include the people of countries which we ship the bulk of our waste to

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
an hour ago
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW reproductive justice involves so many factors. Access to reproductive health care for all gender ident...
Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrace
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW Policies have been put in place by the EPA that address the importance of collaborating w/ Native peoples to achi...

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW As a disclaimer for the rest of this discussion: when I say women*, this also includes those of all genders who are impacted by reproductive justice. Not enough characters per tweet to say that each time! #MacroSW

Cameron McLeod @SpiltLiquid2
Reproductive justice involves more than just the ability to make your own decisions. It is having access to reproductive services. This includes everything from practice to information. Everyone has a right and need to know what is happening to their body. #MacroSW

Julia Norman @juliaanormann
@UBSSW Women’s health!! Women’s rights!! Accessible birthcontrol!! Safe legal abortions!! Etc etc etc etc...... #CO_Jackson #MacroSW

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
@UBSSW RJ addresses reproductive oppression focusing on the belief that every woman, trans men&women, non-binary, non-conforming persons should have = acess & choice when it comes to rep. healthcare & decision making of one’s own body/sexuality/reproduction! #EQUAL #macrosw https://t.co/d3nt8hNhFz

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
@UBSSW #MacroSW Access to affordable and readily available reproductive health care is reproductive justice. Learning, knowing, and understanding that each individual is in charge of and I’m control of their own body is reproductive justice (2/2)

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 This #UBSSW course on #ReproductiveJustice looks at impact of social #policy, various political #stakeholders and also explores how various forces of #oppression intersect to impact reproductive health and #ReproductiveRights https://t.co/8jiP2EBGt3 #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A2 All people having economic, social and political power and resources to ensure bodily autonomy and make healthy decisions about their sexuality and reproduction, including having/not having children and parenting children they have in safe, sustainable communities #MacroSW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Olyvia @olyviawithaY</strong></td>
<td>Okay so also just now learning what reproductive justice is, but from what I’m reading and from what I just found online, it definitely connects into the whole planned parenthood issue #MacroSW</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justin Kovalsky #douglasstrong @JustinKovalsky</strong></td>
<td>@UBSSW Environmental justice involves the way we live in our society in order to keep a healthy environment for future generations. We can see the effects pollution has on the human body by the people who live near heavily polluted regions. #macrosw</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</strong></td>
<td>RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW RJ addresses reproductive oppression focusing on the belief that every woman, trans men&amp;women, non-binary, non-co...</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer</strong></td>
<td>Reproductive justice involves advocating for proper treatment of individuals’ reproductive health. Many times, this involves community organizers advocating for policy change to better suit the needs of people in need of quality reproductive health services. #MacroSW</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</strong></td>
<td>RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW As a disclaimer for the rest of this discussion: when I say women*, this also includes those of all genders who a...</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Julia Norman @juliaanormann</strong></td>
<td>@KayBlot @UBSSW That phrase never gets old ❤️ #CO_Jackson #MacroSW</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>London Woods @LondonWoods3</strong></td>
<td>I believe the main issue that women have the final say about what happens with their bodies in all regards #MacroSW</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work @UBSSW</strong></td>
<td>RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW Access to affordable and readily available reproductive health care is reproductive justice. Learning,...</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda</strong></td>
<td>RT @UBSSW: Q2: What does reproductive justice involve? #MacroSW</td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Olyvia @olyviawithaY</strong></td>
<td>🕍 #MacroSW <a href="https://t.co/8y4KfqF4vF">https://t.co/8y4KfqF4vF</a></td>
<td>an hour ago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adam Benware @BenwareAdam
@UBSSW Reproductive justice involves supporting the rights of people to do what they want with their bodies in terms of reproduction. Supporting policy and choices that promote the rights of people to do what they want, whether that be to have a child or not have a child. #MacroSW

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
Reproductive justice means access to comprehensive sex education, affordable reproductive health care, contraceptives, abortion services, parental leave, etc. etc

London Woods @LondonWoods3
Historically that was taken away from women... #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
Eliminating reproductive and contraceptive (e.g., LARC) coercion, criminalization of miscarriage/pregnancy loss and disproportionate maternal and infant mortality, associated with colonization, historical trauma, racism and institutionalized oppression #MacroSW https://t.co/CCYot5FmhA

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A2 Podcast with co-Founder of Social Workers for #ReproductiveJustice @SocialWorkersRJ RJ = human rights framework to increase resources so people can make healthy decisions about gender, sexuality, and families. https://t.co/gNQ6v9eK2k #MacroSW https://t.co/4nmOl9nWtU

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
It means supporting individuals and couples through making all of the difficult decisions that come with pregnancy and parenting, and making sure their options aren’t restricted by someone else’s political agenda #macrosw

Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrace
@UBSSW My favorite definition of reproductive justice is “the right to maintain bodily autonomy” I think this is the most important part. Let a woman do with her body what she will. Just let people maintain the autonomy of their own bodies.. #MacroSW

Christina Hayworth @chrmaris
@UBSSW A2: Reproductive justice involves providing women full and accurate information about reproductive healthcare and investing in research on treatments that address the root causes of reproductive diseases #MacroSW #CO_Jackson
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A2 All people having economic, social and political power and resources to ensure bodily autonomy and make healthy decisi...

Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @JessicaMencia2 Our community just read "What the Eyes Don't See" about the flint water crisis and the fight for environ...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JustinKovalsky: @UBSSW Environmental justice involves the way we live in our society in order to keep a healthy environment for future...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW A2: Giving women control over their own bodies and ultimately their own destinies. Too often society treats women as the only ones responsible for creating a life and punishes her for it. Reproductive justice fights both of those battles. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @olyviawithaY: ⚖️ #MacroSW https://t.co/8y4KfqF4vF

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A2 Eliminating sterilization by force/coercion/deception, rooted in eugenics/settler colonialism/racism and continuing today, especially among Indigenous and incarcerated women, with dire impacts https://t.co/0owjwE20oF #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A2 This is #ReproductiveJustice: from www.repealhydeartproject #MacroSW https://t.co/BDQU7uclY1

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: A2 Eliminating sterilization by force/coercion/deception, rooted in eugenics/settler colonialism/racism and continuing to...

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
RT @olyviawithaY: ⚖️ #MacroSW https://t.co/8y4KfqF4vF

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Sarahhgrrace: @UBSSW My favorite definition of reproductive justice is "the right to maintain bodily autonomy" I think this is the most...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>Tweet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>allie ambrosio</strong> @AllieAmbrosio</td>
<td>RT @MeschLinjean: A2 Eliminating sterilization by force/coercion/deception, rooted in eugenics/settler colonialism/racism and continuing to...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW</strong> @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @chrmaris: @UBSSW A2: Reproductive justice involves providing women full and accurate information about reproductive healthcare and inve...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ppj</strong> @parkerpep15</td>
<td>A2) Reproductive justice refers to access to reproductive health services being provided to all genders, and includes the ability of all genders to make their own autonomous choices concerning family planning and sexuality. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work</strong> @UBSSW</td>
<td>RT @MeschLinjean: A2 Eliminating sterilization by force/coercion/deception, rooted in eugenics/settler colonialism/racism and continuing to...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW</strong> @nancy_kusmaul</td>
<td>RT @MeschLinjean: A2 Eliminating reproductive and contraceptive (e.g., LARC) coercion, criminalization of miscarriage/pregnancy loss and di...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maria</strong> @Maria53766038</td>
<td>@AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW Great point. Oftentimes, lgbt+ womxn get excluded from the conversation and do not get their needs met. By taking them into consideration, reproductive justice would be more well-rounded and it will aid in the fight for equality. #MacroSW #CO_Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work</strong> @UBSSW</td>
<td>Q3: is coming up. #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sunya Folayan</strong> @SunyaFolayan</td>
<td>RT @ChrisMacroSWK: #macrosw Environmental justice must always include the people of countries which we ship the bulk of our waste to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>dan</strong> @daniehands</td>
<td>@UBSSW Reproductive justice involves human equity in the healthcare systems and bridging the gap for women’s reproductive rights #CO_Jackson #MacroSW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UB-Social Work</strong> @UBSSW</td>
<td>RT @Maria53766038: @AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW Great point. Oftentimes, lgbt+ womxn get excluded from the conversation and do not get their needs...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrace
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A2: Giving women control over their own bodies and ultimately their own destinies. Too often society treats wome...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @daniehands: @UBSSW Reproductive justice involves human equity in the healthcare systems and bridging the gap for women’s reproductive r...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @ChrisMacroSWK: #macrosw Environmental justice must always include the people of countries which we ship the bulk of our waste to

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
A2: #MacroSW #WomensMarch https://t.co/EpvtR3KWxL

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Maria53766038: @AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW Great point. Oftentimes, lgbt+ womxn get excluded from the conversation and do not get their needs...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @parkerpep15: A2) Reproductive justice refers to access to reproductive health services being provided to all genders, and includes the...

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
RT @ChrisMacroSWK: #macrosw Environmental justice must always include the people of countries which we ship the bulk of our waste to

Olyvia @olyviawithaY
I think a big part of reproductive justice is also understanding that what some people do with their bodies in regards to reproduction doesn’t always have to be okay with everyone else. It’s a personal thing that has to do with PERSONAL decisions. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q3: How are environmental justice and reproductive justice related? #macroSW

Kathy Lisborg, LMSW @vileloveit644
Pretty basic.
Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A3 Women/children face more health effects/social impacts from envr hazards due to physiology, women’s roles as caretakers of children/home, risks of bodily harm/child separation when defending homes/displacement due to envr destruction. Quote at https://t.co/8m7B9bAeFw #MacroSW
https://t.co/Bg2NblamyV

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
@UBSSW RJ & EJ are related because without one you won’t have the other. In order to maintain bodily autonomy there needs to be access to healthy and safe living. This includes the reduction of pollutants and the increase of reproductive health care

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
A3 Environmental justice and reproductive justice are closely linked. In order to live safe lives and have reproductive agency, the environment we live in must be able to support this.#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Q3 is live! ——>

Julia Düring @juliaduring
@Sarahhgrace @UBSSW This is so important. For a equal society the rights of any gender identity must be equal. #macroSW #CO_jackson

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
A3) Those who are pregnant, babies, and young children are some of our most vulnerable populations when it comes to sensitivity to toxins in our air, water, food, communities, and homes. Lead poisoning is a prime example of how these topics are inextricably linked. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW RJ & EJ are related because without one you won’t have the other. In order to maintain bodily autonomy...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Women/children face more health effects/social impacts from envr hazards due to physiology, women’s roles as caretaker...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Women/children face more health effects/social impacts from envr hazards due to physiology, women’s roles as caretaker...
Tollea Northe @NortheTollea
A3: Environmental justice and reproductive justice are related because many women do not have access to certain services because of the community/environment they live in. #MacroSW

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW A3 environmental and reproductive justice are related in the ways that they work together to impact the health, safety, and rights of vulnerable populations, specifically women* of color and Indigenous women*.... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @biondolillo_l: A3) Those who are pregnant, babies, and young children are some of our most vulnerable populations when it comes to sens...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JessicaMencia2: A3 Environmental justice and reproductive justice are closely linked. In order to live safe lives and have reproductiv...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW RJ & EJ are related because without one you won’t have the other. In order to maintain bodily autonomy...

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
If communities do not have access to a clean water or air, it compromises individual’s rights to live healthy and safe lives. In turn, these injustices also prevent communities from having the autonomy to begin families/new forms of life. #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Women/children face more health effects/social impacts from envr hazards due to physiology, women’s roles as caretaker...

Nadiia Petrenko @NadiiaPetrenko
Environmental pollution can have detrimental impact on reproductive health. Chemical exposure differs in terms of outcomes for an adult and a fetus and/or a child. The developmental stage is often a key determinant of severity of the damage as a result of exposure #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JessicaMencia2: If communities do not have access to a clean water or air, it compromises individual’s rights to live healthy and safe...
Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
@UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/Fld4uoZrv4

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW ... When I think about how these issues are related, the first things that come to mind are the lack of clean water in places like Flint, MI, the Navajo Nation, and multiple other Native reservations and low-income areas that are the home to majority POC populations. #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A3 Disproportionate envr. burdens/exposure to envr. toxins can impede reproductive choices/outcomes (e.g., fertility, healthy pregnancies, maternal/infant mortality, having/raising healthy children), especially for individuals in marginalized communities #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW ... When I think about how these issues are related, the first things that come to mind are the lack of clean wat...

Olyvia @olyviawithaY
RT @biondolillo_l: A3) Those who are pregnant, babies, and young children are some of our most vulnerable populations when it comes to sens...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/Fld4uoZrv4

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
EJ and RJ are typically seen as movements forming in small organizations and communities that go on to combat policies and strive for change in government. Both environmental justice and reproductive justice involve advocating at the macro level. (1/2) #MacroSW

Courtney Perkins @Courtne44917529
A3. These two are related in that they both are trying to respect and maintain right to own life and existence. Environmental justice is aiming to protect environmental life and similarly fair treatment of women’s life and promote autonomy for one’s body #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Disproportionate envr. burdens/exposure to envr. toxins can impede reproductive choices/outcomes (e.g., fertility, hea...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
This👇👇#macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @biondolillo_l: A3) Those who are pregnant, babies, and young children are some of our most vulnerable populations when it comes to sens...

Cameron McLeod @SpiltLiquid2
A3: These two categories are related because they are naturally occurring things that get abused frequently. Both are naturally occurring in life and support vital life functions. Without access to either there is disconnect. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: This👇👇#macrosw https://t.co/nS85vU8Mmv

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @juliaduring: @Sarahhgrrace @UBSSW This is so important. For a equal society the rights of any gender identity must be equal. #macroSW #...

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW ...the water and the land becomes contaminated and unsafe. Aside from being an act of violence on the land and environment, it’s also an act of violence on Native women’s* bodies. This is a great resource for better understanding some of these issues and their impact. #MacroSW https://t.co/geS5O9cxhl

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SpiltLiquid2: A3: These two categories are related because they are naturally occurring things that get abused frequently. Both are nat...

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A3 Climate change/envr. disasters can impede access to contraception, abortion and healthcare, and increase risk of sexual assault/rape, especially for marginalized groups https://t.co/X8DZX1eZgK #MacroSW

Julia Norman @juliaanormann
@UBSSW There both relevant in the US right now because of the current political climate...if you know what I mean... #CO_Jackson #MacroSW

Olyvia @olyviawithaY
RT @JessicaMencia2: If communities do not have access to a clean water or air, it compromises individual’s rights to live healthy and safe...
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW ... When I think about how these issues are related, the first things that come to mind are the lack of clean wat...

Yes, they both incorporate a social injustice framework. #MacroSW

RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Climate change/envr. disasters can impede access to contraception, abortion and healthcare, and increase risk of sexua...

RT @UBSSW: @UBSSW ...the water and the land becomes contaminated and unsafe. Aside from being an act of violence on the land and en...

In order for women to have healthy pregnancies, they need a safe and supportive environment. If the environment is filled with toxins, the woman's pregnancy may be at risk. (2/2) #MacroSW

RT @juliaanormann: @UBSSW There both relevant in the US right now because of the current political climate...if you know what I mean... #CO_...

RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Climate change/envr. disasters can impede access to contraception, abortion and healthcare, and increase risk of sexua...

RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Climate change/envr. disasters can impede access to contraception, abortion and healthcare, and increase risk of sexua...

@NadiiaPetrenko And minority communities are often disproportionately affected by chemical exposure, meaning that the ability to have a safe pregnancy and raise children in a safe environment is compromised #MacroSW #CO_Jackson

RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW ...the water and the land becomes contaminated and unsafe. Aside from being an act of violence on the land and en...
allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @JessicaMencia2: If communities do not have access to a clean water or air, it compromises individual’s rights to live healthy and safe...

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
@UBSSW both aim to improve socioeco. conditions for those living in poverty, increase involvement of traditionally marginalized communities in policy decisions affecting them, & recognize the right to have healthy pregnancies & parents to raise healthy children #macrosw

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW both aim to improve socioeco. conditions for those living in poverty, increase involvement of traditionally margi...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @chrmaris: @NadiiaPetrenko And minority communities are often disproportionately affected by chemical exposure, meaning that the ability...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW both aim to improve socioeco. conditions for those living in poverty, increase involvement of traditionally margi...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jill_Meyer: In order for women to have healthy pregnancies, they need a safe and supportive environment. If the environment is filled w...

lauryn laychur @laurynlaychur
@JustinKovalsky @UBSSW I agree! I think that environmental regulations should be upheld in all communities including those with a low socioeconomic status. #macroSW #CO_Jackson

Vivian Taylor MSW 2020 @TayloredLooks
RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Climate change/envr. disasters can impede access to contraception, abortion and healthcare, and increase risk of sexua...

Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrace
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW ...the water and the land becomes contaminated and unsafe. Aside from being an act of violence on the land and en...
Part of reproductive rights is the right to have a family and kids. If the environment is not protected, then future generations will not be able to be supported. An environment that’s ravaged by pollution and picked clean of natural resources, won’t sustain the future. #MacroSW

RT @Jill_Meyer: EJ and RJ are typically seen as movements forming in small organizations and communities that go on to combat policies and...

Hello! #MacroSW

An unhealthy environment can adversely effect reproduction #MacroSW

RT @MeschLinjean: A3 Climate change/envr. disasters can impede access to contraception, abortion and healthcare, and increase risk of sexua...

RT @Sarahhgrrace: @UBSSW My favorite definition of reproductive justice is "the right to maintain bodily autonomy" I think this is the most...

RT @BenwareAdam: @UBSSW Part of reproductive rights is the right to have a family and kids. If the environment is not protected, then futur...

Q4 is coming up in 2 minutes - #MacroSW

How many more of these do we have to see before we worry about environmental justice? #macrosw Houston, SE Texas Paralyzed by Floods from Tropical Depression Imelda - News & Guts Media https://t.co/K50qkK7Pjc

RT @nancy_kusmaul: How many more of these do we have to see before we worry about environmental justice? #macrosw Houston, SE Texas Paraly...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#ClimateStrike #macroSW

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
RT @nancy_kusmaul: How many more of these do we have to see before we worry about environmental justice? #macrosw Houston, SE Texas Paraly...

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: If you aren’t in a position to become a patron please support #MacroSW by retweeting the link! https://t.co/LxbIU2wqXN.

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @BenwareAdam: @UBSSW Part of reproductive rights is the right to have a family and kids. If the environment is not protected, then futur...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
#MacroSW @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @MeschLinjean

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q4: How does intersectionality relate to the connection between environmental justice and reproductive justice? #MacroSW

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
RT @UBSSW: #MacroSW @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @MeschLinjean
https://t.co/ZhqUDfqWIi

Olyvia @olyviawithaY
�建 #MacroSW https://t.co/OxQItCpF8V

London Woods @LondonWoods3
aims to expand the framework of environmental justice to more closely consider the impact of environmental contaminants on physical and cultural reproduction. #MacroSW

Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l
A4: Mothers and babies in frontline communities are often the first to suffer from environmental pollutants and the last to be considered by law makers. Reproductive health is often relegated as solely a 'women's issue' further ostracizing WOC & their children. #macrosw
allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW A4 Intersectionality is largely relevant to the connections between environmental & reproductive justice. As I’ve mentioned, some of the people most vulnerable to these issues are BIWOC (black, Indigenous women* of color), but the issues do run much deeper... #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @biondolillo_l: A4: Mothers and babies in frontline communities are often the first to suffer from environmental pollutants and the last...

Atiyah Hamilton-Barlow @Precious_Gift_1
Proud of you 😊

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @olyviawithaY: 👤 #MacroSW https://t.co/OxQItCpF8V

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: #MacroSW @nancy_kusmaul @OfficialMacroSW @MeschLinjean https://t.co/ZhqUDfqWli

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
@UBSSW #MacroSW RJ & EJ intersect in the idea that all people have a fundamental human right to safe living conditions. The RJ & EJ frameworks demonstrate a demand and need for improvements in our govt’s, communities, etc. There needs to be access!! It’s a dual issue https://t.co/2pbRsGP2W0

Cameron McLeod @SpiltLiquid2
Q4: Intersectionality relates to the connection between environmental justice and reproductive justice because we are forced to look at the environment around reproduction. When reproduction occurs, the environment plays a big role in healthy versus unhealthy practices. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @biondolillo_l: A4: Mothers and babies in frontline communities are often the first to suffer from environmental pollutants and the last...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @SpiltLiquid2: Q4: Intersectionality relates to the connection between environmental justice and reproductive justice because we are for...
Tollea Northe @NortheTollea  
A4: Intersectionality proclaims that you cannot fully understand a person from only looking at one context in their life, you must look at the whole picture.  
#MacroSW  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
A4 Both EJ and RJ address socioecon. status, health impacts of poverty and envr pollution, and include marginalized communities in all plans. Justice is not possible w/o rooting out systemic #racism and injustices. From fact sheet by @nwlc  
https://t.co/rTkAUxXhJJ #MacroSW https://t.co/pK5tiVR47h  

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio  
@UBSSW ....play a significant role in how environmental and reproductive issues are experienced, and, as social workers, it’s important that we are conscious of the complexities of identity and oppression in our own practices. #MacroSW  

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2  
A4 Intersectionality is a key element of both environmental and reproductive justice, especially when regarding marginalized racial and ethnic groups.  
#macroSW  

Tollea Northe @NortheTollea  
A4: When looking at a person through the lens of environmental and reproductive justice, you can see how the two justices has the potential to negatively affect some people.  
#MacroSW  

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2  
Due to colonization and anti-blackness within the United States, Native and Black communities represent some of the most striking examples of environmental and reproductive injustices.  
#macrosw  

Julia Düring @juliaduring  
@UBSSW Since the top 1% is destroying for the 99% of the rest #macroSW  
#CO_jackson  

Courtney Perkins @Courtne44917529  
A4. Intersectionality shows how multiple disadvantages can effect someone, related to the connection btw environmental justice and reproductive justice because both have multiple factors, such as often those fighting for either justice are already in an oppressed group  
#macrosw
RT @JessicaMencia2: Due to colonization and anti-blackness within the United States, Native and Black communities represent some of the mos...

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW #GreenNewDeal

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
For example, the Dakota Access Pipeline is disturbing the land of several Native American tribal nations. With the increased likelihood of oil spills, the DAPL also threatens the well-being of water, air, and farming resources for these communities. #macrosw

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A4 Disproportionate exposures to environmental hazards among women and marginalized communities result in disproportionate reproductive threats from contaminated earth, water and air, in the home, community and workplace #MacroSW https://t.co/lXFalDdMiS

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @JessicaMencia2: Due to colonization and anti-blackness within the United States, Native and Black communities represent some of the mos...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Love that quote from Audre Lorde! #macroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW A4: Intersectionality is about how the various parts of our identity come together. And those that are most vulnerable to environmental injustice and reproductive injustice sit at the intersections of our most marginalized populations. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW RJ & EJ intersect in the idea that all people have a fundamental human right to safe living conditions...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @biondolillo_: A4: Mothers and babies in frontline communities are often the first to suffer from environmental pollutants and the last...
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @NortheTollea: A4: Intersectionality proclaims that you cannot fully understand a person from only looking at one context in their life,…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: Love that quote from Audre Lorde! #macroSW https://t.co/CXzcKukd6w

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW A4 Intersectionality is largely relevant to the connections between environmental & reproductive justice. As I’ve…

Cornel West End @Wax_Sankara
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW #GreenNewDeal https://t.co/ofjG9iA3bw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JessicaMencia2: Due to colonization and anti-blackness within the United States, Native and Black communities represent some of the mos…

Laura E. T. Swan @LauraETSwan
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW Access to affordable and readily available reproductive health care is reproductive justice. Learning,…

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @juliaduring: @UBSSW Since the top 1% is destroying for the 99% of the rest #macroSW #CO_jackson

lauryn laychur @laurynlaychur
@UBSSW In order to have integrity over one’s body, the right to a safe environment is needed. This includes access to healthy foods and protection from pollutants. #macroSW #CO_Jackson

London Woods @LondonWoods3
Basically to take care of our earth so that there are no negative effects on reproduction #MacroSW

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
Another notable example is the Flint water crisis. Flint, Michigan (a predominately Black city) had a major lead contamination that impacted the community’s drinking water. Due to the lead exposure, there was an increase in illnesses, particularly in children. #macrosw
Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean  
A4 Women/children, BIPOC, and those w/low income, disability or living near toxins are more vulnerable to effects of climate change-induced natural disasters (e.g., greater likelihood of losing access to reproductive/other healthcare, housing and childcare) #MacroSW

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @UBSSW: A4 Both EJ and RJ address socioecon. status, health impacts of poverty and envr pollution, and include marginalized communities...

Adam Benware @BenwareAdam  
@UBSSW Intersectionality is how everybody affects the people around them regardless of their race, sex, or gender. In order to protect the environment and reproductive right we all must work together. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW #GreenNewDeal https://t.co/ofjG9iA3bw

starr howell @starrjaneee  
Hi I’m Starr Howell and I’m a senior at SUNY oneonta #Macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @JessicaMencia2: For example, the Dakota Access Pipeline is disturbing the land of several Native American tribal nations. With the incr...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @JessicaMencia2: For example, the Dakota Access Pipeline is disturbing the land of several Native American tribal nations. With the incr...

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2  
Even as of 2019, there are still homes that do not have clean water. The contamination of the Flint River, a major part of Flint’s ecological environment, lead to the disruption of the lives of many communities, specifically Black communities. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 Disproportionate exposures to environmental hazards among women and marginalized communities result in disproportionat...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 Disproportionate exposures to environmental hazards among women and marginalized communities result in disproportionat...

Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrrace  
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A4: Intersectionality is about how the various parts of our identity come together. And those that are most vuln...

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2  
Due to this crisis, Black families were not able to exist safely in their own communities. #macrosw

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean  
A4 For Indigenous communities, environmental and reproductive justice are tied to sovereignty and inseparable from transgenerational reproduction of cultural knowledge, responsibilities and identity https://t.co/BaffoolVoh #MacroSW https://t.co/5ii4H1xGVP

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 Women/children, BIPOC, and those w/low income, disability or living near toxins are more vulnerable to effects of clim...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSKW  
*wanders into #MacroSW chat 40 minutes late, sits down in back of classroom hoping no one notices*

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSKW  
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 For Indigenous communities, environmental and reproductive justice are tied to sovereignty and inseparable from transg...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @JessicaMencia2: Even as of 2019, there are still homes that do not have clean water. The contamination of the Flint River, a major part...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW  
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 For Indigenous communities, environmental and reproductive justice are tied to sovereignty and inseparable from transg...

dan @daniehands  
@AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW I totally agree with you! Vulnerable populations are the ones affected most by these policies and they both affect the overall quality of health #macrosw #CO_Jackson
allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 For Indigenous communities, environmental and reproductive justice are tied to sovereignty and inseparable from transg...

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @JessicaMencia2: Even as of 2019, there are still homes that do not have clean water. The contamination of the Flint River, a major part...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Travel_MSW Ms. Roving, there’s a seat up front #macrosw
https://t.co/kTU5bkNDao

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: *wanders into #MacroSW chat 40 minutes late, sits down in back of classroom hoping no one notices*

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 For Indigenous communities, environmental and reproductive justice are tied to sovereignty and inseparable from transg...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q 5 is coming up. #MacroSW

Anna @anna_ambrussuny
RT @Travel_MSW: *wanders into #MacroSW chat 40 minutes late, sits down in back of classroom hoping no one notices*

Uni of Suffolk Social Work @UOSSocialWork
RT @LondonWoods3: Environmental justice is the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national...

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
@UBSSW Wanna fix one? Gotta join w them all. I loved this chart about how they both intersect from a YouTube vid I watched on EJ and RJ:
https://t.co/7o1aHm9aEk #intersectionality #macrosw https://t.co/8RxSDTurhK

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 For Indigenous communities, environmental and reproductive justice are tied to sovereignty and inseparable from transg...
@nancy_kusmaul
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW Wanna fix one? Gotta join w them all. I loved this chart about how they both intersect from a YouTube vid I watch...

@UBSSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW Wanna fix one? Gotta join w them all. I loved this chart about how they both intersect from a YouTube vid I watch...

@OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @bellaa1317MSW: @UBSSW Wanna fix one? Gotta join w them all. I loved this chart about how they both intersect from a YouTube vid I watch...

@UBSSW
UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Q5 What can social workers do to promote social justice at the crossroads of environmental justice and reproductive justice? #MacroSW

@Sarahhgrace
Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrace
@UBSSW The intersection is even more prevalent for Native Americans, but they coincide everywhere. If a component to reproductive justice is the right to carry a child to term then ensuring environmental justice is carried out is imperative. #MacroSW

@starrjanee
starr howell @starrjanee
A2: Reproductive justice involves having the choice of whether you decide to reproduce or not and access to the adequate care that your choice would require! #macrosw

@Travel_MSW
RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
heh...

@LondonWoods3
London Woods @LondonWoods3
To adequately take care of human beings we have to adequately take care of mother earth #MacroSW

@socworkpodcast
Jonathan Singer @socworkpodcast
The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen to PART 1: https://t.co/UtpyEzk0TF PART 2: https://t.co/xsP5Um0TAR #socialwork Part 3: https://t.co/OE7SL6HumP #MacroSW
**Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW**
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A4: Intersectionality is about how the various parts of our identity come together. And those that are most vuln...

**Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer**
EJ and RJ unfortunately tend to involve the needs of communities of ethnic & racial minorities more often than primarily white communities. Knowing that EJ and RJ are critical factors in overcoming systemic roadblocks that minorities face daily gives us power for change #MacroSW

**Tollea Northe @NortheTollea**
A5: Social workers can advocate for the vulnerable populations. Social workers can make the world more knowledgeable about the negative effects of environmental and reproductive injustices and work to create laws that work in the advantage of those affected. #MacroSW

**Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063**
@UBSSW #MacroSW SW’s can do so many things to advance RJ & EJ. Advocate. Lobby. Research. Educate. Connect clients to resources. RJ & EJ come to a crossroads as issues that affect us all. These are human rights that everyone deserve. https://t.co/obZaYGnHJu

**RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW**
RT @UBSSW: Q5 What can social workers do to promote social justice at the crossroads of environmental justice and reproductive justice? #Ma...

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @AllieAmbrosio: @UBSSW Here's the link to the PDF of this resource if anyone is interested! Highly recommend skimming through some of the sections! https://t.co/Rv2cA9vsf4 #MacroSW

**Marissa L Biondolillo @biondolillo_l**
A5: As SWs, we need to educate ourselves & our communities on resources that are available for frontline health and environmental initiatives. Where there are gaps, we Macro SWs can create and advocate for them. Good things are already happening in Buffalo! #MacroSW

**UB-Social Work @UBSSW**
RT @biondolillo_l: A5: As SWs, we need to educate ourselves & our communities on resources that are available for frontline health and envi...
A5: We are the voice for those that do not know how to or cannot use theirs. We need to spread knowledge and shine light on these topics. Awareness and information is the base of change. #MacroSW

RT: @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW SW’s can do so many things to advance RJ & EJ. Advocate. Lobby. Research. Educate. Connect clients to...

RT: @NortheTollea: A5: Social workers can advocate for the vulnerable populations. Social workers can make the world more knowledgeable about...

Continue to support both areas socially and politically as they both aim to reduce the inequitable environmental burdens born by People of Color, women, indigenous communities and those living in economically disadvantaged areas or developing nations. #MacroSW

RT: @LondonWoods3: To adequately take care of human beings we have to adequately take care of mother earth #MacroSW

RT: @karenzgoda: RT @UBSSW: Q5 What can social workers do to promote social justice at the crossroads of environmental justice and reproductive justice? #Ma...

RT: @biondolillo_: A5: As SWs, we need to educate ourselves & our communities on resources that are available for frontline health and envi...

RT: @Sarahhgrrace: @UBSSW The intersection is even more prevalent for Native Americans, but they coincide everywhere. If a component to repr...

RT: @AllieAmbrosio: Here's the link to the PDF of this resource if anyone is interested! Highly recommend skimming through...
Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
A5 As social workers, I think one of the key things we can do is educate ourselves and others in the field about these injustices. Another thing that I think is crucial for social workers is to be informed allies to these movements such as #NoDAPL and #FlintWaterCrisis #macroSW

Jen Greenfield, PhD, MSW @jcgreenfield
RT @nancy_kusmaul: How many more of these do we have to see before we worry about environmental justice? #macrosw Houston, SE Texas Paraly...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A5 Keep up on new technology: #Telemedicine (including medication abortions) aims to improve access to healthcare services https://t.co/2SdHLChQsK @PPFA #MacroSW #SWtech 1/2

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW SW's can do so many things to advance RJ & EJ. Advocate. Lobby. Research. Educate. Connect clients to...

Courtney Perkins @Courtne44917529
A5. I think we can promote these things by promoting equal treatment for all people and living things, presenting this in a global manner rather than an individual one, in doing so not targeting certain people or causes for a more open look at fairness and equality #macrosw

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
As social workers, we are advocates, and we should use our individual privileges to elevate the voices of those being impacted. #macrosw

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A5 Strategize alternatives to the status quo, such as the #degrowth movement = calling for a fairer distribution of existing resources and the expansion of public goods https://t.co/t6wJCy2NL4 #MacroSW #SWtech 2/2

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
@UBSSW support the right of parents to raise their kids in healthy environments & advocate for the equitable distribution of green space like walk/bike paths, parks/playgrounds for ALL communities #macrosw

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW SW’s can do so many things to advance RJ & EJ. Advocate. Lobby. Research. Educate. Connect clients to...
Allie Ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW  A5 At least for me, the idea of making tangible change on an institutional level seems so daunting. I think when it comes to these specific issues, looking at the resources that are available in your community and accessible to those in your area is a huge first step... #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LondonWoods3: Continue to support both areas socially and politically as they both aim to reduce the inequitable environmental burdens...

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A4 Women/children, BIPOC, and those w/low income, disability or living near toxins are more vulnerable to effects of clim...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: A5 Strategize alternatives to the status quo, such as the #degrowth movement = calling for a fairer distribution of existing res...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A5 Strategize alternatives to the status quo, such as the #degrowth movement = calling for a fairer distribution of existing res...

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
SWers can show their support for organizations that advocate for EJ and social justice. This could be through referral of services to clients, volunteering, or monetary support. SWers can also get involved in campaigns for environmental or reproductive policy change #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
A5 "Listen to the science." Greta Thunberg testifies before Congress https://t.co/lofWdzBX2v <We need evidence-based programs to reverse #climatechange. #environmentaljustice #MacroSW https://t.co/WNqLCcPSFI <Greta is holding our boomer generation to account!!

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
A5: Fight like hell to hold people accountable, partner with communities & lend tangible support whenever we can. Oh- and be POTUS. #MacroSW
Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
@AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW As someone who is involved with policy, I do agree. I think we as individuals in the field of social work need to understand and prioritize the important of community. If policies are not helping marginalized people, we form connections at the grassroots level. #macrosw

London Woods @LondonWoods3
Social workers must support initiatives that will enable women to not be forced to make reproductive decisions based on the fact that their communities suffer disparate exposure to environmental hazards. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Jill_Meyer: SWers can show their support for organizations that advocate for EJ and social justice. This could be through referral of s...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
@UBSSW A5: Every time we do anything that we believe promotes social justice we need to ensure we consider environmental and reproductive needs of a population. #Macrosw

Maria @Maria53766038
@UBSSW A4: Intersectionality means the multiple identities that one holds are interdependent. Without a doubt, EJ and RJ is much needed for everyone. But it is important to acknowledge the lack of EJ & RJ affect certain populations/identities more than others. #MacroSW #CO_Jackson

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LondonWoods3: Social workers must support initiatives that will enable women to not be forced to make reproductive decisions based on t...

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A5 Educate yourself (e.g., via E-newsletters, Google alerts, social media) and others (e.g., via writing an op-ed and/or blog, publishing YouTube videos, participating in community meetings, volunteering at workshops) #MacroSW https://t.co/zDjP8OLu9X

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JessicaMencia2: @AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW As someone who is involved with policy, I do agree. I think we as individuals in the field of soc...
Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBSSW: A5 "Listen to the science." Greta Thunberg testifies before Congress https://t.co/lofWdzBX2v <We need evidence-based program...
an hour ago

Isabella Acosta @bella1317MSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A5: Every time we do anything that we believe promotes social justice we need to ensure we consider environmental...
an hour ago

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Educate yourself (e.g., via E-newsletters, Google alerts, social media) and others (e.g., via writing an op-ed and/or...
an hour ago

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A5 Advocate via voting for candidates with strong environmental/reproductive justice records/values; volunteering to help ensure voting access for others; lobbying legislators/decision-makers (e.g., phone calls, emails, letter campaigns) #MacroSW https://t.co/4TIlqIGFna
an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Advocate via voting for candidates with strong environmental/reproductive justice records/values; volunteering to help...
an hour ago

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Educate yourself (e.g., via E-newsletters, Google alerts, social media) and others (e.g., via writing an op-ed and/or...
an hour ago

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Educate yourself (e.g., via E-newsletters, Google alerts, social media) and others (e.g., via writing an op-ed and/or...
an hour ago

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
A5. One of the goals as a #TravelMSW on Sovereign Land is to assist in the development of programs&provide direct practice so the Tribe(s) can "grow their own." I've heard this phrase from Indigenous SWers, they want their community to not rely on non-Indigenous. #MacroSW
an hour ago

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
A5 Volunteer to assist research efforts and organize coalitions/campaigns/protests, recognizing and respecting the primacy of the voices of peoples/communities most affected/targeted/at risk and those voices that are marginalized #MacroSW https://t.co/xo7wWTjle0
an hour ago
Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Volunteer to assist research efforts and organize coalitions/campaigns/protests, recognizing and respecting the primac...

London Woods @LondonWoods3
I believe it should be a permanent fight on the battle front because big business pushes our society’s agenda. #MacroSW

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW SW’s can do so many things to advance RJ & EJ. Advocate. Lobby. Research. Educate. Connect clients to...

Kathy Lisborg, LMSW @vileloveit644
In this point in time I think the last point is one social workers need to do more of... influencing policy makers or becoming policy makers in order to make sure the issues are on the table.

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
@Jill_Meyer @UBSSW I agree, it is SO essential to support campaigns that align with the values and ethics of SW practice (such as reproductive and environmental justice) 🌍 #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Fight like hell to hold people accountable, partner with communities & lend tangible support whenever we can. Oh-...

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
@UBSSW Even in the Buffalo/Niagara Falls area, organizations like Native American Community Services and the Buffalo Native Resource Center provide great resources, support, and a sense of community for those facing these issues. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JessicaMencia2: @AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW As someone who is involved with policy, I do agree. I think we as individuals in the field of soc...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @UBSSW A5: Every time we do anything that we believe promotes social justice we need to ensure we consider environmental...
Allie Ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio
RT @JessicaMencia2: @AllieAmbrosio @UBSSW As someone who is involved with policy, I do agree. I think we as individuals in the field of soc...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Educate yourself (e.g., via E-newsletters, Google alerts, social media) and others (e.g., via writing an op-ed and/or...  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Advocate via voting for candidates with strong environmental/reproductive justice records/values; volunteering to help...  

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A5. One of the goals as a #TravelMSW on Sovereign Land is to assist in the development of programs&provide direct practice...

Adam Benware @BenwareAdam
@UBSSW We can support and promote polices, organizations, and people that protect the environment and protect reproductive rights. We can help people who have been hurt by not having reproductive right or environmental rights. Getting that knowledge out there and fundraising! #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Volunteer to assist research efforts and organize coalitions/campaigns/protests, recognizing and respecting the primac...

Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: A5: Fight like hell to hold people accountable, partner with communities & lend tangible support whenever we can. Oh-...

London Woods @LondonWoods3
During election season and low unemployment numbers we forget about the health of the environment and those in the poverty or low income areas. #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW https://t.co/ie8JBtrg7N

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Volunteer to assist research efforts and organize coalitions/campaigns/protests, recognizing and respecting the primac...
Sarah Grace Hadley @Sarahhgrace 42 minutes ago
RT @LondonWoods3: Continue to support both areas socially and politically as they both aim to reduce the inequitable environmental burdens...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW 42 minutes ago
RT @MeschLinjean: A5 Volunteer to assist research efforts and organize coalitions/campaigns/protests, recognizing and respecting the primac...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 42 minutes ago
RT @UBSSW: The hour is almost up. Please share any final comments or questions you have. #MacroSW https://t.co/ie8JBtrg7N

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul 42 minutes ago
@UBSSW There is so much work to be done! #macrosw

London Woods @LondonWoods3 41 minutes ago
Yes, are you or anyone optimistic that we will stop hurting the earth with pollution? #MacroSW

allie ambrosio @AllieAmbrosio 41 minutes ago
Thank you to the hosts of this #MacroSW chat! It was such a great experience and I really enjoyed reading everyone's thoughts and inputs. Thank you all/nia:wen sewakewkon for sharing your knowledge!!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 41 minutes ago
https://t.co/me9CWwZozu #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW 40 minutes ago
As always, the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/rSnrE3jiam. You will find announcements for upcoming chats there as well. #macroSW

Karen 🌺 Zgoda @karenzgoda 40 minutes ago
A5: Help community members get involved in protecting and sustaining their communities, especially children! How To Change The World (a work in progress) | Kid President https://t.co/rkl5PDkWss #MacroSW

London Woods @LondonWoods3 40 minutes ago
Yes, went by too fast #MacroSW
Jamie Nixon @JamieNi12660063 @UBSSW #MacroSW In the topics and concerns of RJ & EJ, we have to do our part! Let’s work hard, advocate for others, and advance human rights! Thank you all for the insight, knowledge, and perspective. This chat has been great!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @BenwareAdam: @UBSSW We can support and promote polices, organizations, and people that protect the environment and protect reproductive...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @LondonWoods3: During election season and low unemployment numbers we forget about the health of the environment and those in the poverty...

Kayla Blotner @KayBlot
Thanks so much for another great chat. See y’all next Thursday #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
I'll try to engage in more than one Q next time. <<My BFF from Montréal called me and I lost track of time>> #MacroSW #TheRovingSocialWorker https://t.co/3lmUCAUC5C

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @karenzgoda: A5: Help community members get involved in protecting and sustaining their communities, especially children! How To Change...

Nancy Kusmaul, PhD, MSW @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: A5: Help community members get involved in protecting and sustaining their communities, especially children! How To Change...

Isabella Acosta @bellaa1317MSW @UBSSW I really enjoyed everyone’s thoughts/answers. Can’t wait to do more research and get more involved!!! We got a lot of work to do!! #macrosw https://t.co/7XT5LvHmBh

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @JamieNi12660063: @UBSSW #MacroSW In the topics and concerns of RJ & EJ, we have to do our part! Let’s work hard, advocate for others, a...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: A5: Help community members get involved in protecting and sustaining their communities, especially children! How To Change...
RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSKW
RT @UBSSW: As always, the transcript to this chat will be archived on the blog https://t.co/rSnE3jiam. You will find announcements for upc...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Reminder: the #MacroSW Inc. partners ask you to please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/UqffZbY2Ph.

Meschelle Linjean @MeschLinjean
Great discussion, everyone! I appreciated everyone’s thoughts and contributions! Thank you, Pat, #MacroSW partners, contributors, and all participants!

Justin Kovalsky #douglasstrong @JustinKovalsky
RT @laurynlaychur: @UBSSW In order to have integrity over ones body, the right to a safe environment is needed. This includes access to hea...

RovingSocialWorker J. @Travel_MSKW
RT @UBSSW: Reminder: the #MacroSW Inc. partners ask you to please join our patreon and/or share the link https://t.co/UqffZbY2Ph.

Olyvia @olyviawithaY
Bye everyone! I learned a lot today thank you☑️ until next week☐️ #MacroSW https://t.co/MUm84wmfCy

Jessica Mencia @JessicaMencia2
@MeschLinjean Thank you as well! #macrosw

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
Forgot to add #MacroSW

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Many thanks to Meschelle Linjean for being our guest tonight. I’m proud to be able to claim her as one of our outstanding #MSW @UBSSW members! #MacroSW https://t.co/wOVgcEqbJr

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
Ok cool now I can go home (1 hr after my shift ends hahahh) Peace out #MacroSW https://t.co/KBbxJALdiU

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
I want to thank the #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummings https://t.co/cB9H Mn8mp0
Robyn 🦓 #yes2meat @robynksi
RT @socworkpodcast: The 2018 NASW Code of Ethics has 19 changes, most related to #SWTech. Allan Barsky and I talk about 7 of them. Listen t...

Jill Meyer @Jill_Meyer
*2 HRS

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
To all the participants: hope you’ll return next week for the #MacroSW Chat Student Takeover!

Linda Schmidt @PolicyDrSchmidt
RT @UBSSW: To all the participants: hope you’ll return next week for the #MacroSW Chat Student Takeover!

RovingSocialWorker J. 🎙️ @Travel_MSW
RT @UBSSW: To all the participants: hope you’ll return next week for the #MacroSW Chat Student Takeover!

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Good night! #MacroSW https://t.co/hbpUOTVit4

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @MeschLinjean: Great discussion, everyone! I appreciated everyone’s thoughts and contributions! Thank you, Pat, #MacroSW partners, contr...

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
RT @PolicyDrSchmidt: Forgot to add #MacroSW https://t.co/S2EDNItTrB

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBSSW: I want to thank the #MacroSW chat partners: @karenzgoda @SunyaFolayan @porndaughter @VilissaThompson @spcummins https://t.co/c...

Abby Yettru @abbyy622
@UBSSW @OfficialMacroSW I enjoyed tonight’s topic! Very interesting to read along for my first time on the chat! #MacroSW
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